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Swimmers surge ahead Drop-out rates

curb for the first
time in years

JEAN WAHLBORG
StaffReporter

Jeremy

Edwards / photo editor

TheSeattle University women's swim team battledCalifornia State University-Haywardthispast weekend.

For the wholestory, see page10.

Students wake up to
reality of racial profiling
LEIGH MESHER
Staff Reporter

those of fall.
The largest body of students to
leave the school is usually

If early enrollment figures are
any indication, fewer students

freshmen.
"Many come expecting it to be

dropped out of Seattle University
this year betweenfall and winter
quartersthan comparedtoyearspast.
Overallenrollmentonly dropped
by 21 students. In past years total
enrollment has droppedby as much
as 153 students.
Small as the drop may be,
freshmen and sophomores stillfeJt
the brunt of the loss.

just like highschool, andit's not,"
sophomore Resident Assistant
Sarah Postel said.

The freshmanclass sizedropped
from 800 in fall 2001 to 658 in
winter 2002. Additionally,the size
ofthesophomoreclass wasreduced
from 708 to 681.
These numbers did not have too
largeof aneffectontheentireschool
enrollment since some students
advancedto higher levels with the

"Somethink college istheirtime
to party and hang out with their
friends,and then theirgrades start

slipping."
In other cases, Postel added,
they are homesick or have
problems with their roommates.
She has had several roommate

conflicts on her floor already this
fatt.

"Sometimestheyhaveproblems
communicatingorexpressingwhat
they want from their roommates,

the propertyofcertainpeople whose
and it can be difficult to work out
differences," Postel explained.
religion
race or
fit the mold with
thoselinked to the terroristattacks.
These thoughts were echoed by
Many Seattle University stuThe Spectator interviewed sev- accumulation of credits.
KirnJohnson,directoroftheCenter
According to Bonny Krun in the for Student Success. Johnson is
dents have not experiencedracial race.
eralSU students whoranged widely
course,
religion,
became
in
race
and
and
none
had
Institutional
Research department, responsible for performing exit
concept
profiling firsthand.Thetopic came
Of
this
up at the Monday night dinner in more controversial after the Sept. ever personally experiencedracial thesenumbers for winter2002 are interviews with all students who
honor of the efforts and accom- 11 terrorist attacks on the United profiling.
not by any means the final plan to leave SU.
She has noticed some students
plishments ofMartin Luther King, States. Consequently,many people
"If done correctly [racialprofil- enrollment figures because many
Jr.
sufferedwhen they becamethe tar- ing] is good," however, in order to students change classes during the who come in have had problems
Some students think racial pro- gets of racial profiling.
remain fair, it must alsobe "done to first ten days of the quarter. The with their roommates,wantasingle
Government officials strip everyone," AnnalisaPerez a junior actual numbers for winter quarter
filingcanbeusefulandothers think
searched, arrested and confiscated
it is simply wrong.
See complete story on page5 may show moreofa difference from
See drop-out page
Racialprofiling is mainly used as
a politicalconceptthatmany use to
defend the social problemof treatingpeopledifferentlybased ontheir

on
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SU says farewell to campus friend of 24 years
AMITY EGGE
Staff writer

two years.

Today ishislast day as the manager for the Grounds and Landscaping at Seattle University.
—
James"Ciscoe" Morris named
after the Ciscoe Kid, back in the

Theaward wasnot onlygranted
because of his gardening, but
becasue of SU's good recycling
program, hazardous waste reduction, and new construction techniques.
On Tuesday Sherry Nevlin, a
third year Law Student, stopped

days when he worea sombreroand
worked with a gardener in the Morris in front of the Admissions
—
churchyard has donerightbyboth Office, in a burst of hysterical excitement, askingforhis autograph.
SU and his namesake.
Joe,Morris' churchyard mentor, Her mother-in-law watchesMortaught him the basics ofgardening ris' gardening show op KJNG 5
without using chemicals or pesti- News, the autograph was for her.
cides.
Morris smiled, and laughed,"yes
These gardening techniques, that's me" he said as his eyes
learnedat theage often, havehelped gleamed. Her hands fluttered and
him earntheEPA National Award shook as she reached down into
for Environmentalism for the last her backpack for a piece ofpaper. Ciscoe Morris and "Kokie" have
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hallmark ofthe campus.

is going to miss the then," Morris said, relating stories
people at SU the most. about the plant and tree life dating
Students, faculty, and back to the 1 950's andstoriesabout
his grounds crew will the Jesuit who was in charge of
all miss him tremen- SU's plant life before Morris ardously. As he walked rived.
Morris explained that the camaround campus on
Tuesday,
various pus had been maintainedunder the
people stopped him, use of chemicals. The campus had
shookhis hand,and ex- allbecameovergrown. And someplained their sorrow one had planted ivy everywhere.
"Ivy is a killer," Morris said laughover his departure.
He was hired on as ing, as he usually does after every
the head gardener statement.
Morris joked about the 20,00 C
twenty-four years ago
this March.
lacebugs that hehad brought tocamst,
"March21 the first pus, and the fight with the adminisday of Spring, that was trationto letit happen. He said that
the day Istarted here," campus wasinfested withbad bugs,
become a hereminisced as he ar- and the good bugs were the only
gued withByronLynch, way to save the plants.
He remembered the honeydew
the Plant Electrician,
first,
dung,
overwhoarrived to SU
and the biteshimandhiscrew
and on
what day. Lynch startedinApril of had to endure to make it happen.
the same year, and the two men

explaininghow muchthis autograph
would mean to her mother-in-law.
Morris explainsthat this sort of attention happens to him everyday. havebeen greatbuddies eversince.
'Thecampuslooked likea jungle
Buthelovesit. Heloves people.He

See Cisco on Page 6
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[THE QUOTE OFTHE DAY

Editorial

Thisquarter SUparking lots aregoing to be filled withmore cars
on Fridays. There willbe more alarms set andmore groggy,sleep
deprived,on-campus students will be waiting to use the showers
on Friday mornings. The University implemented more threeday-a-week courses on the schedule this quarter. Andas with any
University changeto thereare positive and negative aspects to this
new focus.
It seems as though SU is trying to create a more complete
university feel. This is understandable, because there are many
commuter students who are only on campus for their classes.If
their classes required them to be at SU on days they normally
wouldn't be, maybe there would be a more visible community
everyday of the week.
Then thereare always the students wholiveon campus and stay
in theresidence halls on Fridays. Thecampus grounds are almost
empty on Fridays. What university would want an empty feel? It
just wouldn't look good on the Princeton Review.
It also seems apparent that the University is probably having a
classroom shortage. By shortening Monday and Wednesday
classes and adding on Fridays, thecourses canbebetter spread out
in the classrooms. Space is scarce at SU, like atevery university.
As the University's enrollment grows, thenumber ofclasses must
expand. However, for immediate purposes, new spaces to hold
classes don't sprout out of the ground.
With space issues and community feel takeninto account, there
are questionable side effects. Imagine you are a professor. You
have worked at SU for, perhaps, 15 years. In these 15 years you
have always taught classes on the two-day schedule. Your tests
havealways been gearedfor two hours,ashave your lectures.You
are programmed to the time constraints. Then, you are given an
hourand a half to fit together your lectures,and toplan your tests.
If you think it doesn't matter, it does at least initially.
Many students are learning that rushed material in shortened
lectures isalittlehard to swallow.Itisn't as though there is really
less time, because there is the added Friday, but it is a matter of
Carl bergquist
lecture build-up. Foreignlanguage teachers who operate withfour IN Spectator Columnist
or five-days-a-week schedules have learned how long it takes
them to warm up ona lecture, or an activity. For other teachers,
SUis moving in the right direcwho haven't taught in this time limitation,minutes seem to pass tion by converting many
of their
too quickly.
services over to the web, but they
Ofcourse professors will get used to thenew schedule,as will skipped one major step.They have
students, but it may be a rocky road to travel this quarter. For not given students computers,or at
students inclasses with professors who arenew at juggling their the very least, given all students
old lectures with thenew schedule,be patient. Itmay beawkward access tocomputers 24-hours a day
in the residence halls.
at first, but hopefully professors will find their solid ground.
Students get theirfinancial information overthe web,check the class
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Juday- schedule on the computer, and will
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signedcom- soonregisteronline. Eventhebookstore isonline.
mentaries REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECTheseinnovations are the way of
ESSARILY those of The Spectator , Seattle Universityor its
the future, and SU recognizes this
and
wants to be on the cuttingedge
STUDENT BODY.
of technology. At the same time,
has SU given any thought to how
studentsbetweenquarterswillcatch
the technological wave when they
return
to their off-campus homes
S CATTLE —4— U MIVCRSITY
world? Students may not
across
the
keeping watchSince 1933
have access to a computer during
the summer, or if they do, they
Alexis Juday-Marshall,Editor-in- Sheila Stangland, Staff
Photographer
might have a computer that would
Chief
Amy Baranski,Managing Editor
Seth Cooper,EditorialArtist
not work with SU's system.
Luisa Cuellar, Lead Story Editor
How can SU switch everything
JustinRibeiro,On-LineEditor
NicoleRetana, News Editor
Kaya Adams,Business Manager
from papertocomputer technology
Johnson,
Opinion
Waylen
Leopoldino,
Editor
A
dvertising
Jamila
but skip the step that allows stuThe Holy Ghost,Features Editor
Manager
dents to access the technology?
Scan Reid, A&E Editor
TomisGuillen,Advisor
Other universities that are trying to
Austin Burton, Sports Editor
be on the cuttingedgealreadyhave
Staff writers:CarlBergquist,
VilijaSimaitis,CopyEditor
programs where studentscan either
Bridget O'Connell, Copy Editor
get discounted computers or have
Jeremy Edwards,Photo Editor
them as part of their financial aid
package. It is something tangible
The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle
that students need, that they can
University. Itis published every Thursday, except during
takeintothe world withthem along
holidays andexamination periods, for a totalof 28issues during with their powerful SU degree.
the 2000-2001 academic year.
The University will argue that

Students need computers

—

POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator, Seattle
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students have' access to computers

and that anythingelse would notbe

cost effective. Iargue that cutting
edge means not onlyis the university advanced inservices and practices, but that the students taughtin
the university have access to tech-

did the work.I
couldn't really use,
the "computer disk ate my homework" as an excuse.
Toadd to this, the new SUB with
allits wonderful qualities hasopted
nology.
nottohave acomputer lab,buttobe
People can view student's pri- wired for an internet connection
vate information in the computer throughout thebuilding.This means
labs.Potentially, althoughvery un- it'slaptop compatible, thesame plan
likely,apersoncouldjusthappento ofattack theyused toremodel Cambe standing by the printer when a
student prints out confidential in-

formation and accidentally take it.
This would not be as much a problem if students had a laptop and a
cheapprinter.Financialservices will
print a copy of your award if you
want them to, but whatabout those
students whoare in Alaska for the
summer and can't stop in? Almost
all the forms the school sends out
have a Must return this within 14
days written on the document.
Laptops provide convenience and
security to help students get this
work done, which more and more
has begun to require access to a
computer and/or the Internet.
Technologyimprovements atSU
have evenbeen extended to counting the numberof pagesprinted in
thelabs by students.
The University spent thousands
of dollars to use a card reading
system, to work with the student
onecard, to cut down on the public
overuse ofpaper in labs.
However, for people without
computers, the labs are the only
option unless they exploit their
friends. Students know about the
ever famous classes that require
five copies of a five to ten page
paper. Youcouldpotentiallybeover

pion. You need a laptop to take
advantage of the luxuries. Jesuits
promote poverty within, yet take

the same approach as numerous
other schools. The rich get richer,
while the poor have to find a lab.
With the approachthat SU wants
to takeon technology,it seemssimply logical that you would at least
offer students access to computers
24 hours a day. It wouldn't be as
difficult as some people think. If
students were allowed to buy a lap
top for a fee from the University it
could be addedinto their financial
aid package. This would mean that
they have to pay the money back
later,not now. This wouldbe especially helpful while students are in
college and are flat broke.
If the school extended its affiliationwithDell tostudents, everyone
could benefit from this partnership
(right now most offices on campus
use discountedDell computers).At
the vary least students shouldhave
access to computers 24/7. At the
best, everyone should be able to
participate in technology, at all
times, in all places, with no one
looking over their shoulder.

WANTED

the limit with one class, depending

on the paper limit, which has yet to
be determined.
usuallyprint a copy of my paper
I
as Igo along, just in case my disk
erases,or the computer freezes or
breaks down.Thisscenariohashappened to me and just about everyone else at some point. Iwas lucky
last year.
When Ihad printed a copy of a
five-page paper that was then lost
because of a disk hiccup. Ihad
tangible paper evidence that said I
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TENNIS AND
BASEBALL BEAT
WRITERS FOR
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Columbine: SU student's personal tale

ERICA DIETZ
Spectator Columnists

...Ithasbeenalmostthree
years sincethe nation was
turned upside down
One sunny spring morning I
waited impatiently for my class to
end. Iwas headed out for a trip to
the mountainswithmyfriends from
thelocal public school, Columbine
High School. Originally, Iwas going to head out with them earlier,
but at the last minute Idecided to
attend my final morning class. As
theday'seventsunfolded,I
couldn't
helpbut wonder what my fate could
have beenhad Ichosenotherwise.

Whatif Ihadchosen toskip? What dren were no longer safe in the one
A place that wasonce filled with
ifIhad chosen to spend the morn- place where they needed to feel a sense of security and safety now
ing with themat Columbine?Where safe— in theirschools. We wereall became a war zone. Classrooms
would Ihave been?
trapped. Noone wasallowed in or that were once filled with learning
As Iwalked toward the door out of the buildings. We noticed becamechambersfor hostages.Hallwhere my ride should have been anyone who didn't belong; schools ways that were once filled with
waiting for me, someone grabbed all around the area were checking laughter became the final stretch as
my arm. Something had gone theircampuses. We wereallimme- many ran desperately for anescape.
wrong,terribly wrong. I
realized I diately put on lockdown, not to be The library and the cafeteria,places
wasn'tgoinganywhere. There had let out for a long time to come. of community, became desolate in
—
been a shooting. Columbine High Everything stopped everything. the midst of the destruction, pain,
School, only minutes down the As the world watched in fear, I and suffering.
street where my friends were, had stared in disbelief. ..l could have
All that unfolded on that cool,
been taken hostage. Who knew if been there.
quietspring afternoon willstay with
No one wanted to believe the me forever. No one could fathom
we weregoing to be next? Noone
knew who was behind the destruc- truths behind the shooting. There that in the quaint suburbian townof
tion,the criminals were just males wereso manyblurbs ofinformation Littleton,Colo,something could go
in black trench coats.
floatingalongduring theescapade. wrong— dead wrong. Moreover,
April 20, 1999. It was supposed Bits and pieces slowly came to- who could have predicted that the
to be a carefree day. Iwanted to gether as more and more small children of the community could
spend itwithmyColumbine friends. groupsof people wereallowed tobe create such a painfulevent? Why?
Instead, from my principal's office releasedfromthe building. As each That'sall anyonecould ask. It was
Iwatched them run for their lives groupnarrowlyescapedwhat could the question that no one could anonTV. Astheword begantospread only have become alarger massa- swer.It was thequestion thatnoone
throughout the school, throughout cre, they were searchedandinterro- wanted to answer.
the city, throughout the world, ev- gated about what was taking place
No one was able to fathom the
eryone gathered around their tele- within the high school. The world truth behind the tragedy. We all
visions to watch on. No one could was watchingfrom the outside,des- knew the pain that was felt that
perately trying to make sure the day...we cried because we underbelieve the terror.
The innocence was over. There guilty didn't escape with the inno- stood. Weasked "Why?"Along with
was no more pretending.Thechil- cent.
everyone else,but silently weknew

why.

We understood that everything
that made us the picture— perfect
generation was what was silently
killing us. These things are the
things thatget swept under the rug;
the things that no one sees but everyone knows exists. Finally, the
things that would keepus upor out
at night were being thrown out into
the open for everyone to see. Despite the fact that we were always
together, surrounded by everyone
and anything that we could dream
of, wewere soalone. We hadbeen
silently screaming without notice;
nowthere wasno way nottonotice.
The time had come to wakeup
and finally pull together. There was
something missing, this we had
known for a long time. It was our
weakness.
We wer?going farther than anyonehadever imagined,yet wewere
getting nowhere. There was nothing for us to cling to.
Our tears created a bond that no
one will be able to break down.
Once we were all alone, just surrounded byeveryone else.Now we
were united by the pain within.

Afghanistan is similar to Disneyland
had.

DANIEL RIDLON
Spectator Columnist

Thewarcommentatorswent from
predicting the conflict would last
decades to saying it would be over
in months. All of a sudden "battle
hardened"Talibansoldierswhohad

In the weeks following the tragedy ofSept. 11, as theBush Admin- fought the Soviets to a standstill
istration increasedits war rhetoric, were meltingaway beforethe ragmany critics andobservers began to tag forcesof theNorthern Alliance,
speculate about the prospects of a andbefore anyoneknew what was
war in Afghanistan. The situation happeningthelines togetyourbeard
was dark and foreboding. After all, shaved off in Kabul went around
hadn't theRussians triedand failed the block and full-body coverings
to invade? And before them, the for women went out of style.
British, Mongols, Romans, and
So the war that was tobe another
Greeks? Even to the most blood- Vietnam started to look a lot more
thirsty war monger, the situation likeapractice missionfor ourpilots

looked bad.
Everyone said that Afghanistan
wouldbe thenext Vietnam,andthat
America wouldbe fighting a bloody
ground war for years.Evenas Bush
roundedup theposse and westarted
getting ready to have a tussle in
Afghanistan, he told us that this
little excursion might lasta while.
Yep,thewholedeal lookedrather
bleak. Even as American bombs
began hitting the Taliban, victory
looked far off in the future. However, faster then you can find
Uzbekistan on a map, (much less
spell it) the Taliban were falling
back from everymajorpositionthey

and a fun-filled week inthe sun for
some highly motivated Special
Forces soldiers. Experts no longer
predictedhighbody counts,but just
a few casualties,mostly from accidents.
However, despite the outward illusion of calm, maybe everything
isn't all right in Afghanistan.
Whether youbelieve in the war or
not, there are a couple little things
that might just be pricking at the
sideof yourconscience. Maybe we
should check out the other members of our posse before we ride
with themfor too long.
For starters, how about that

Northern Alliance? Perhaps Iwas
ignorant, but Iwas a little surprised
when theirofficials startedshowing
up withimpressive titles like "ForeignMinister."

Though itseems a little curious,I
guess weshouldn 't't look a gift horse
in themouth. Afterallit's not every
day that you can get these guys on

tromp on a few more third world
nations on our way home. How
about those darn Iraqis? Haven't
they been pestering us for years

board.

now?
While some peopleseem to like

Ithought that these nice governWhat about those Russians and
ment titles contrasted sharply with Chinese?They seem to support our
the un-uniformed group of thugs efforts. It couldn't be that they are
who seemed to be executing just only supporting us so that when
about every Taliban soldier they they move to destroy dissident
could get their hands on. Not that I groups within their country we will
entirely blamethem theirenemies look the other way? Nah, couldn't
certainly aren't't themost wholesome be.
bunch either. Oh well, they seem
Even as the war winds down
nice enough on TV. Iguess we things are starting to change. Who

—

'

shouldn t begrudge themafew thousand vicious murders of POWs.
While the Northern Alliance's
commitment tohuman rights seems
a little dubious.
What about that little country of
Uzbekistan? They seem to be all
right. Maybe there are a few complaints here or there about genocidal tendencies and authoritarian
control, but hey,nobody is perfect.
After all, their leader, who appears
to be a fascist dictator, did say that
theirhuman rightsrecord was "gettingbetter." I
guess this means that
theyare systematically jailingMuslims,in pursuance of a policy similar to that of Stalin's, less often
these days.

Dear Editor:
It is the start of a new quarter and a new year, an opportunity for improvement and
change.Parking on campus, however, only seems to haveworsened. For thoseof us who
havebeenresidents of Seattle for quite some time,road rageis a commonoccurrence. A
new experiencefor meis "parking rage".A few timesthis weekI
havehad toleavecampus
in the morning, either to volunteer or go to a doctor appointment. Each timeit took me
twenty to thirty minutes tofinda parkingspot.Upononeof these occasions,after searching
every lot on campus and being told by a security officer that Imight find parking near
Connolly Center, Iparked inone of the fifteen minute sports locate on the side of the
Murphey apartments, where Ilive. Iam notby nature an angry orconfrontational person,
Iam usuallynotprone to fitsof rage or temper tantrums. After fifteenminutes of looking
for parking,I
am seething. My hands start shaking- 1begintoemploy every swearword in
vocabulary.
It is ridiculous tome that for the amountpaid for theparkingpermits,I
my
have
trouble finding parking where Inot onlygo to school,but where Ilive.Iknow that many

knows if the Afghans willbe able to
play nice with each other?
We will just have to find out. All
that is readily apparentis that in the
classic Americanstyle of conquering a country, we will leave the
place better then we found it. I
wouldn't be surprised if the new
MarshallPlan wentintoeffect soon,
and within a couple years we are
wearingNikeclothes withthesmall
print "Made in Afghanistan" written on the tag. Ain't capitalism
grand?
So what's next for the good old
US of A? We didn'tget allsaddled
up for nothing did we? Seems like
this whole mess in Afghanistan's
nearly over, so we might as well

tYVis 'idea, U doesn'v s\v ngYw v/\W\

me. After all,Saddamsayshe isn't
making weaponsof mass destruc-

tion and that he's giving all the
money made from the oil for food
sales to the Iraqi people and not
using any to develop his massive
weapons programs. Shouldn't we
believehim?Comeon, wouldaguy
in a uniform lie?
Whoknows what'llhappen next
folks? Certainly not I. Maybe we
willattack Sudanor Syria. After all,
don't they have terrorists too?
Hasn't it been a while since we
invaded South America?
Well since we already been intrudingonColombia maybe webetter mosey on down there andkill a
coupleof terrorists.Hey,isn'tthere
already a waron drugs?
Great, no need to ask Congress
then, after all theykept on whining
about that "indefinite detaining of
foreign nationals without pressing
charges" thing.Imean come on, a
military tribunalnever hurt anyone
did it?

other students feel the same way Ido.Isee them circling the parking garages,wearing the
same frustrated and irritated expression thatIam sure I
have on my face. My friends andI
usually avoid leavingcampus at certain times of theday because weknow we willbe unable
to find parking when we return. I
know that every student at Seattle University has better
things to do withtheir time, such as showingup toclass on time, ordoing homework. When
Ifirst started writing this,Iwondered whether I
shouldresearch the parkingsituationalittle:
i.e.find outhow manyparking spots the Universityis allowed to have,etc. Then I
realized
really don't care. What Icare about is that at the beginningof the quarterIpaid $153
thatI
ofhard-earned money inorder to have a parking spot. Idon't want to know the details and
theins-and-outs of the Seattle University parking dilemma. Ijust want them to fix it.
Monique German
senior, Humanities/Psychology
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SECURITY REPORT
AUSTINBURTON
Sports Editor

Next time you'll take it home
with you
Sunday, 1-6-2002
A Campion Tower resident reported to Campus Public Safety
that anotebook computerand jewelry had been taken from their
room sometime during Winter
break. The resident's roommate

did not report anything missing.
The incidentis beinginvestigated
by CPSand theSeattle Police Department.

No junk in the trunk
Monday, 1-7-2002
A campus community member
reporteddamage to the trunk lock
of their vehicle.
The owner noticed the damage
when returning to their vehicle,
which was parked in the 1lth and

E. Cherrygarage. According to the only denied the woman permis- j
vehicle owner nothing was taken sion toenter,but thattheattempted
from the vehicle.
trespass had occurred a number
of times earlier. CPS was conMake 7 "Up Yours"
tacted and checked the premises
Monday, 1-7-2002
for the trespasser, but the truth _
CPS staff discovered graffiti on remained, she was gone.
the vendingmachines locatedin the
Youknow you got it bad
Campion Towerlobby area.Black
to
appeared
markers
havebeenused
to scribble on the doors of twopop Thursday, 1-10-2002
machines.
A campus employee reported to
CPS that a past significant other
Ijust want to use the Abhad been calling and making various types of harassing messages
Roller
Thursday, 1-10-2002
while the employee was trying to
At around3:15 p.m., an unknown work.CPS was laterable toconfirm
femaleentered theConnollyCenter certain restrictions had been put in
front entrance and claimed a place regarding the ex making the
Universityemployee had givenher phone calls.
permission to use the facility. The
employee who theunknownperson
Taxi!
wasreferring to wasin theimmediate area and overheard their name Friday, 1-11-2002
beingused.Theemployeecontacted
At 2:20 a.m., CPSreceived acall
the front desk and said they had not from a female student report "sus-

This week in 92'
Rico tessandore
Editor-in-Chief
Late last quarter, ASSU
abandoned plans for a condom
counting contest as part of their
AIDS Awareness Week after
reaching a compromise with the

the contest. "Ididn't demand them
to do it , or tell them that they
couldn't." Stringer said. At the
meeting,the Presidential Committee concluded that Stringer's view
should be presented to the full
council. At a special ASSU meeting,Stringer told the council thatif
they would give the contest, the

SeattleUniversity administration,
which had pointed out that some
might find thedisplay ofcondoms studentDevelopmentoffice would
offensive.The original13-1 ASSU donate$ 1,000 for an AIDS Awarevote on December 2 to hold the ness program over a two-year peAIDS Awareness Week project riod. After considering Stringer's
included staffing a tableinside the offer, the council voted to accept
lower Chieftain for the purposes compromise.BoylesaidthatASSU
of distributing AIDS awareness wasbetterrepresenting thestudents
literature and rasingmoneyforthe by sitting downand listeningto the
Northwest AIDS Foundation by other side's opinion. "I will always
charging 25 cents for guessingthe lookback and wonderif we did the
numbers of condoms contained in right thing," Boyle said. Handing
a largejar. After the decision was out condoms or having the contest
made. Vice President for Student "wasn't our primary," said Boyle.
Development Jeremy Stringer "Our focus was not 'let's have
—a
requested that ASSU reconsider rubber factory in the Chieftain' it
was AIDS awareness," he said.
Stringer said. "I think what
emerged was a very deep
discussion with ASSU over this
issue. I think we were able to
refocus on what the main issue
is, from their standpoint and
mine." Stringer added, Idon't
LSAT
think itis the symbolism of what
k

i

is in ajar, but it's theneed todo
something about a diseaseoutof
control."

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-

about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's whyIstill
teach my own classes. That's
whyyou should call me.
My nine week course features

36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

shocked by his getting in the car,
but did not feel threatened.
I'm deadsexy
Saturday, 1-12-2002
At Campion Tower, a residential advisor spotted two males
climbing out of a room window
(presumably a lower floor window).One of the males, who was
wearingnothingbuta robe, turned
around and flashed whoever was
in theroom fromwhichheclimbed
outof. Theflasher and his partner
werecontacted andidentified.The
incidenthas been forwarded to the
student conduct system.

SU rejoins King's legacy of
Justice and racial equality

answer toracism.Ifpeople interact happens because people have a
in a diverse community they will hardtimeacceptingthings to which
becomeless ignorant and more ac- they are unable to relate.
cepting. He basically argued that it
Yungcould nothavedelivered a
This is the time of year we cel- is hard to accept something if you speech about civil rights and disebrate the birth of Martin Luther do not experienceit.
criminationwithoutintegrating the
Yung's used "Uponthe Roof," a staggering social effects that the
King,Jr., oneofthemost influential
civil rights activists that worked in song by The Drifters to show how Sept. 11 terroristattackshad on the
the United States.
people tend to discriminateothers. United States.
The Seattle University CommuThe song is about aman who had
The effects of Sept. 11 have
nityheld acelebrationlast Monday a stressful day of work. When the undoubtedlyhighlightedthe prejunight in the Campion Ballroom to man went home he sat on his roof dicesand racial profiling that goes
honor his work. The keynote wherehe foundpeace and solitude on in this country. Yungurgedthat
speaker WangY.Yung,anadvocate from a chaotic world.
the importance ofcelebratingMLX
Yung could relate to the charac- is to teach, rememberand remind
for civil rights, and social justice
focused his speech on diversity of ter in the song because he often sat people of what King was working
course.
on his rooftop in New York where to gain for our country.
Along with Yung's speech, a he grew up.
Even thoughnineteen people are
dance group called Intersectionz
Butthesong becameproblematic publicly held responsible for the
portrayed the different areas ofin- to Yung when he realized most acts of terrorism in the U.S. on
justicewithin theWorld.Their dra- people in the world have slanted Sept. 11 that has not stopped the
maticdances focused on domestic roofs. He wondered how other government from targeting those
violence, racism and the need for people could like the song even if
who "look" like terrorist, Young
unity.
they could not retreat to their roof explained.
These silent but strong visual for serenity.
The most high-profile case of
messages showed the audience
He concluded that in order to racial profilinghappenedrecently
problems people face on a daily appreciate the song people must when an Arab American Secret
basis.They alsocreatedimages that look at it as a metaphor. Without Service Agent was asked to deaccompanied the issues Yung dis- this sort of empathy for the song planebecause the pilot was suspicious ofhis joband the validity of
people may not likeit.
cussed.
Yung said diversityis the major
Yung argues that discrimination his credentials. The civil rights
struggle in the UnitedStates is
obviouslynot done.
A.A. Lemieux Library
Young wants people to,
"believe in the goodness of
people
so barriers can break
we
to offer?
down." MLX originally expressed
these wordswhich were
232,000
Printed Volumes
echoed
earlier
this week.
Microforms
536,000
But
itwill
take
more thanjust
3,700
Audio-visual media
believing.
2,690
Serial subscriptions
Yungsays that thereneeds to
(i(i
j^^r^r^
Electronic databases
be a fundamental shift in the
194
Full-text electronic journals
balance of power. Otherwise
laptop Ports
38
many people will continue to
work towards a glass ceiling
...andfourrockingchairs.
which ultimately excludes the
racial and socioeconomic harmony whichcivilrightsactivists
_^____
We can help.

ANASTASIADEFELICE
Staff Reporter
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What do

cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more

piciouscircumstances" after anun'
knownmalejumpedintoherfriend s
vehicle on 12th andE. Spring after
she(the caller)gotoutandthe friend
then drove off.
CPS contacted SPD immediately, and they arrived to the area
justas the victim was returning.
The driversaid she did not know
the man, who she determined to be
intoxicated when he got into the
vehicle and askedher to give him a
ride to an intersection five blocks
east of campus.
She said she didn't ask any questions and drove him to his destination. Theman thanked her and got
out of the car. She said she was

have
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News
Drop-outs: sometimes
debate
club
wins
third
SU
it's a matter ofcomfort

"Top Speaker" award

CARL BERGQUIST
Staff Reporter
Seattle University debater
outshines 1 16 othercompetitors in
)icking up "Top Speaker" award
at a National Tournament at

Souders felt very confident that
he had given the most decisive
speeches.
"[Souders] wasgoing tobepretty
pissed if he didn't win," hispartner
Greta Smith said.
"Itried to get inside [the judges]
heads and figure out whytheymight
vote for our opponents and then
lock them out of those options,"
Souders said.
Souders and Smith spend 30-60
hours researching the week before

Columbia University this month.
Theaward wenttoMick Souders
or his excellent defense of the
national topic this year: "Whether
or not the government should
change itspolicies towardsNative
American issues."
tournaments.
A typical debate tournament
Souders also benefited from his
onsists of six to eight rounds di- superior knowledge of the format
vided by a nine-minute and six- becausehehas been debating since
minute speech delivered by both he was 14.
eammates.
"Having Greta (Smith)as a partTwo teams consisting of two ner really helped," Sounders said,
>eople whosquare offagainst each noting necessary dynamics of a
other in the presence of a judge team. "How fast you can talk is
important indebatebecauseitmeans
who decides the winners.
When a team enters into a de- thatyou can make more arguments
>ate, they alternate turns so that inside the time limits."
The club participates inthe Cross
>oth teammates get two speeches
per round.
Examination Debate Association
"The person who speaks second (CEDA), whichis a research-based
nd fourth usually gets more debate group that has academic
backing.CEDA is one ofthree types
ecognition," Souders said.

5

Fromfront page

because they just aren't ready for
such an academically difficult
room, or just don't like sharing a environment.
Unique this year was the failing
bathroom.
Johnson said students come in return of some of SU's Middle
with any variety of reasons why Eastern students due to the activithey want to leave.
ties of September 1Ith.
"Someof the parents just didn't
'Thetopthreereasonsare money,
weather, and homesickness," feel theirstudents wouldbe safe in
Johnson said.
the United States," Johnson said.
Apparently
Weather?
some stuAndone student left because we
dents from Hawaii and California were simply "too liberal."
Of course,Johnson tries to help
have adifficult time adjusting to the
cold,grey weatheroftheNorthwest studentsbefore they get to the point
and it affects their lives so much of withdrawing.She discussestheir
that they have to get awayfrom it. problems withthemandrefers them
to where they can get the most
Another issueis money.
"If Ihad enough money, Icould help, be it the Learning Center,
save a lot of students," Johnson Math Lab, Counseling Center, or
said. She tries to helpby referring Financial Aid.
students to financial aid or work
"We want students to be
study, but she says some students comfortable both socially and
just get tired of taking out loans.
academical ly so theycan succeed,"
Other major reasons students she said.
transfer out arebecause SUdoesn't
It is hoped that such counseling
have the major they have decided willlead students to continue their
on, or they have decidedto attenda educationhere at SU and remain
community college for two years part of the SU community.

of debate used nationally.

AlthoughSoudersalsoenjoystennis and soccer,he primarily focuses

on debate.
"It's the most intense and competitive activity Ihave ever been
involved in,barnone.Andit'scompetitive insuch an educational and
intellectual way because win orlose
you are constantly learning and
thinkingcritically," Souders said.
Much of the rest of his time is
spent on fund-raising for this academic club, which receives the
smallest budget of all the debate

clubs in the NorthWest region.
Even though Souders and teammates will spend many weekends
raising money, they will still pay
upwardsof $1,500 out of their own
pocket a year.
This year ASSU contributed by
doling out $2,800 forclubexpenses.
The tournament was the seventh
tournamentof the year,crossing the
nation from Arizona to New York.
This is the third "Top Speaker"
award the club has taken home this
year. BothPatrick GraberandSmith
won the awardearlier this year.

Stereotypes: SU students speak out
against the system of inequality
From front pave

Communication major said last
Monday. On the otherhandNoel
lamirez,another junior, believes

acial profiling is a "violation of
)rivacy." He is not alone,
ophomore Jayson Fajar agrees
withRamirez and addedthat due
o"unfair stereotypes[my friends]
were watchedmoreby thepolice."

This is the central controversy
unroundingracialprofiling,ifpoiceoranylawenforcementagency
links they might have a suspect

'
(Thursday
I 1/17

African American,droppedhisrake
and ran Thecop tackledhim,cuffed
him and put him in the cop car
because he was a similar color to
the man they were chasing."
Students at SU are far removed
from racial profiling, but to others
outside this community it has become reality.

pany, Intersectionz, performed at
theMartinLuther King dinner and
celebration. Shebelievesthatracial
profiling is wrong and related this

"One of [my friends who is] an
African-American wasrakinginour
back yard withsome other friends.
Recently therehadbeenamanwho
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Departmentwil.be
hostingGuatemalan Social Justice Issues Presentation.
j t|in Case...
JUST

Ifyouthinkyourtravels might oneday trap
you under thirty feetof
PSSS! Hey!
snow, perhaps you'd
better try to make it to
Read me!
Basics of Avalanche
Guess whattomorrow Awareness. The prois? The weekly Specra- gram-run by Austin
* where the Smith, Level H avator meeting
lanche expert— will be
hb
mempui ineir neaus io he.dinAdmn221 from
getherand dishout story 6 p.m.to 7.30 p m
e event.s free for
ideas Got one? Come
students
and $5 forcomdown and let usknow!
munity members.
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Vigorous Yoga takes
From noon tjl J P m
place from5:45 p.m.to7
»n
the Bellarmine 1891
;
m n the Connollv
Connolly

ofother days
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and
offered as
yOU a
'
y well, so please contact
fi9 '
6441
<tu'
1 for StU
206) 2
269
ff> a imProvedcoun" r2Ofi
and ultimatelydying dent pnees and alternate
class days and times.
for an amazing dream.
Thank you.

Men and Women's
Swim
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BYOP
wh
Fir
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r own non
sity of California-Davis
tle independentexperi
o
ot
Centra. Washington m"*"00*-*"""
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m »att8
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Ave N 682 6552 7:3O com.ngtr.als.
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But the real reason
got to g|ve
you should come to
From9 p.m. til 1a.m.
Soup with Substance
Themen's basketball
from 12 p.m. to 1p.m. MECHA will be brining
istoenterintotheever- you "A Night of Pure
ico '"g face f
grow.ngconversat.on Fantasy." Whafs sure
unforgettable
ofsoaaljust.ee Men- to be an
tal and physical suste- expenence w.ll take Nazarene un.vers.ty
lea8ue s worst de'
nance will be available place in Campion BallintheBellarmine.891 room. $5per ticket.Con- fensive team-at7 p.m.
Room.
tactBemadetteDuran at in the Connolly Center.
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Come and bring
7in 8^09
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(206)220-8392.
spirit!
Redhawks

For those looking to
get in touch with their
artistic side, the Fine
ArtsDepartmentwil.be
hosting free f.gure
drawingclasses from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. for the
r,
vt
ny. t „.--!..
next
eight
weeks.
Classes w.ll be held in
theFme ArtsBu.ld.ng.
room 206.
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due to their race, chances are that escaped from jail and wasbelieved
person will immediately be dis- to be in my neighborhood.There
criminated against and accused of werecop cars lining the streets and
a helicopter flying around.One of
the crime.
Danielle Oldziey,an 18-year-old the cops jumped overthe fence into
who dances with the dance com- my back yard and my friend, the
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Saying good-bye: A vitalpiece ofSU
landscape leavesfor new grounds

From front page

Monday evening in the Upper

though.
It was not fun, but it wasall worth
it. Since Ciscoe's determined efforts to improve campus grounds,
SU has been the only Washington
campus to be deemed a backyard
wildlife sanctuary by the Department of Wildlife.
He insists that people know a
wildlife sanctuaryis notsomething
that can be accomplished singlehandedly. His gardening crew deserves all the credit they are the

—

creators.

One of the reasons for Ciscoe's

success ishismanaging techniques.
Hegives thegardeners creativecontrol of their ownareas.Helets them
implement their ideas, while also
aiding them in the discussion of
plans.
In 1982, Ciscoe obtained an undergraduate degree in Administration from SU, which has guided
him in his efforts to be a stellar
manager for his gardeners.
His managerial skills are only
one reason why gardeners have
come come to SU specifically to

work with him.
Chemical free gardening practicesandgreat concern for theenvironment also attracts gardeners to
work under him.
Givingcampus
tours thatfocused
'
onSU s floral merits wasanotherof
Ciscoe's numeous responsibilities
that ultimatelyconvinced some of
the current gardeners. SU was the
place to be.

i

I'll drink to that!
Benefit for Belize Group 2002

center, Ciscoe also teaches athorti-

SUB, students, faculty,

staff and culture classes at many community
friends gathered in a joyous but colleges.
somber mood to say farewell.
Ciscoesaidheloves working with
At the party Father Stephen his student gardeners because they
Sundborg,SJspokeabouthow much challenge him the most.
the "campus has enjoyed having
His twelve-year-old dog, Kokie,
—
Ciscoe work for them fostering also attended the party, barking
anenvironment ofbalanceand love, when people mentioned hisname.
and leaving a legacy behind him.
"Kokie is going to miss SU the
Having afarewell party for a staff most,"Ciscoesaid.'He'sreally mad
member leaving campus is rare, about all this."
Father Sundborg commented.
But to quell the anger of his faHowever, Cisoce has accom- vorite canine, Ciscoe promised to
plished so much in the 24 years he walk Kokie on campus every now
has been on campus bringing and then.
A busy schedule isall that stands
wildlifeandnational recognition to
SU's backyard. He will be missed between Ciscoe and his gardening
greatly.
grounds.
During the party Ciscoe sat in a
He is supposed to be working
chair while various fans expressed onlyparttime at SU,but recentlyhe
their gratitude and joked abouthis has beenworkingfull time.He cancharacter, just like a celebrity not help it, he loves campus so
roast and a celebrity he is.
much.
Everywherehe goes, heis recogCiscoe believes that his timehas
nized.
come to move on from SU and to
Ciscoe' s famearrived throughhis concentrate on other jobs.
radiogardeningshowon KIRO 710
He may not be giving anymore
AM, KING 5 News' "Gardening tours, but he is looking forward to
with Ciscoe" series, and various spending more timeinhisgarden at
garden talkshe gives at elementary home, which he shares with his
schools and community colleges. wife Mary.
Theyeach havetheir own side of
He has even established a partnership with Molbaks, a popular the garden, he jokes,because they
cannot agree on their plants.
gardening store in Woodinville.
Ifkeepingbusykeepsone young,
Known forhis fiesty spirit,bright
that wouldexplainwhyCiscoe said, outlookonlife and happy-go-lucky
attitude, Cisoce Morris will be re"I am eternally young."
Besides managering SU's land- membered for tipping the scales for
scapes, juggling regular appear- the beauty of it all.
anceson twoshowsand at anursery

Where: Elysian Brewing Co.
When: Wednesday, January 23rd from spm-close
Why: 12 SU students are going to Belize to work in
medical clinincs and social services agencies for
the poor and they need support! For every drink
you buy, a portion will be donated for
transportation, speakers, activities, etc.
Golden Fleece Ale or Perseus Porter = $1.00 donated
Rum and Coke = $1.25 donated

—

—

We hope to see you there!

Hey all you aspiring journalists!
Let's face it: You need
experience and we need
writers.
Call us at (206) 296-6470 and
see if there's a story you're
interested in.
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Redhawks upset Central; end 8-game skid
Lyons scores 24, Peterson 19 in come from behind victory
Austin l.Burton
Sports Editor

In a play that was indicative of
the Redhawks' season so far,
Darnell Lyonstook whatcouldhave
been anembarrassing situation and
respondedlike a true competitor.
With his team down by three to
Central Washington University in
the second half of last Saturday's
game,Lyonstook a pass on the left
wing during a fast break and went
up for a dunk.
"Iwas thinking I'mabout todunk
it," recalls Lyons. "Iknew [CWU
forward Jay Thomas] was going to
contest it, soI
tried toslowdown so
Icould dunk onhim."
Thomas contested it alright,
sendingLyonscrashing to the floor
with an emphatic (andclean)block.
Butinsteadof backingdown,Lyons
got up and immediately hit a

"He's a spectacular athlete, a
spectacular scorer, and a very explosive shooter," said SU head
coachJoe Callero."Hedrilled some
three-pointers against our zone
early."
SU didn't take their first lead
until the10:00mark of thefirst half,
when seniorAdam 1 1 11 fieldnailed a
three-pointer to make it 21-18.
The teams went back and forth
until Thompson took control again
just before the halftime, scoringon
a put-back dunk and a breakaway

Redhawks down by three, junior
BryanPeterson scoredfour straight
points toput SUahead, 68-67, with
3:20 to go.
PetersonandLyons thentook over
downthe stretch,withPeterson scoringeightpointsin the last four minutes and Lyonsconnecting on five
free throws in the final minute and
a half.
"My back had been bothering
me, but towards the end Iwas feeling pretty good," Peterson said.
"Plus,their big guy [6-foot-7 John

dunk in the last two minutes. He

Townsan]couldn'tguardme.Coach
had everyoneclear out, and Icould
just take it on him and either score

capped off the performance by
draining a NBA-rangethree-pointer
at the buzzer to give the Wildcats
(8-6, 1-5 GNAC) a 43-40 halftime
lead.

Finishing off an opponent has
been a problem for the Redhawks
SU made some defensive all year, but Callero feels his team
adjustments in the second half to may have turned a corner on
contain Thompson,whichincluded

Saturday.

playing man-to-man and trapping

'Thelast seven oreight minutes
of the game has been the time in

fallaway jumper off the ensuing CWU's second-leadingscorer(17.6
ppg, sixth in the GNAC) whenever
inboundpass.
"He wasn't going to show me up he got the ball. As a result,
Thompson scored just seven points
in my own gym," Lyons said.
Seattle University went onto win in the second half, finishing with a
the game, 83-73, and at the same game-high 27 on the night.
On the offensive end, the
time ended an eight-game losing
openedup the half with
Redhawks
streak, their longest of the season.
back-to-back
threes by Enfield and
Despiteplaying without star forto take a 46-45lead.
Andy
Bloom
wardJustinThompson, whois secchanged
The
lead
hands several
ondintheGreatNorthwest Atheletic
times
10
in
the
first
minutes
of the
points
Conference with 21.3
per
half,
second
untiltheWildcats'
Gabe
hot,
game, the Wildcats started off
Bowns
hit
a
10
three-pointer
with9:
large
juniorTerry
in
part
thanks
to
Thompson(no relation).The6-foot- left. The shot gave the Wildcats a
3 guard, who graduated from
Seattle's Ingraham High, scored
eightof his 20firsthalf pointsin the
opening three minutes.

or get fouled."

62-58 leadand it appearedthatthey
were finally pulling away.
However,as thegameapproached
the final minutes and with the

ChampionshipSeriesrankings. The

'Theaddition of Brian Johnson
back in the lineup gave us a little
to rank teams, andrewards them for* moreoffensive powerandbalance,"
playing tougher schedules, even if Callerosaid. "BJ was able to help
they lose. The top six teams get a us get over the hump."
Another player who has helped
chance to play in a tournament, in
which the winner gets an at-large SU get over the hump is Lyons,
berth in the NAIA playoffs. The who racked up 24 points against
Redhawks are currently fourth.
CWU and is leading the team in
Hunter Ratings use a point system

Inaddition tosnappingthe losing scoring. His 19.3 ppg average
wouldplacehim thirdintheGNAC,
but hehas yet toplay in 60 percent
ofthe Redhawks' games,which is
Starter Brian Johnson and backup required by the league to qualify
Shea Robinson had missed the for a scoring title.
"Darnell has taken the reigns as
previous five gamesdue toacademic
problems, and Wes Newton, who far as scoring goes," Callero said.
had been named the starter in the "He's a very unselfishplayer, butI
preseason, is out forthe year with a told him our game plan calls for
stress fracture in his back.
him tobe more selfishandlook for
Until Johnson returned against his shot."
CWU, the team had been using
Lyons has since emerged as the
Bloom (a natural shooting guard) team's go-to player, pacing SU in
and little-used sophomore Trevor scoring for six of the nine games
streak, last Saturday's contest was
SU'sfirst in six games with one of
theirtop threepointguardsin action.

.

—

Tsuchikawa

whohad playedjust

he's playedsince joining the team
on Dec. 15. He has scored 20 or
moreon six occasions,includinga
season-high 29 in a 86-84 loss to
heavily-favoredWestern Washing-

which we're losing, though we've four minutes all year before being
—
been playing very tough," Callero forced into starting duty at the
said."Our gameplangoingintothe point.
last four minutes was to make sure
Johnson had 10 points and five
that we were strong with the ball assists against CWU, and turned
and we wereaggressivegoingto the the ballover just twice.
rim.Darnell and Bryan showedthat

SeeMen's b-ball, page 10

they'rebothgoodshootersandcon-

fident free throw shooters. They

NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE PROGRAM

showeda lot of poise."

The victory bumped SU'srecord
to 3-13 (2-5 GNAC),and— believe
it or not keeps them alive for a
shot at the postseason.

PracticeMade Perfect

As an NAIA independent, the
Redhawks fall under the jurisdictionoftheHunterRatings, whichis
similar to college football's Bowl
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Bastyr's science-based naturopathic
medicine
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VOLUNTEERS WORK IN
AFRICA
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AIDS will kill millions
As long as they do not know how to prevent
themselves...

you take care of the patients,
we'll help take care of the

[tuition].

Qualify for an Army ROTC nursing scholarship, and you'll
not only get hands-on clinical training, you'll develop leadership skills that can open doors for you throughout your career.

They need you as a teacher!
You can be a part of an International team dedicated to

fight the spreading of HIV/ AIDS.

We do:
*Door to door actions in African villages.
*Organize information work for many.
*Run positive living clubs for HIV infected.
*Social work with AIDS orphans.
*Teach at schools and work places.
*Fundraising.
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Stop by the Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.
4,3, and 2 year Nursing Scholarships Available!
Call 296-6430 for more information.

This is an 1 1month volunteer program for the brave and
the one having aheart beatinga one World development.
Startswith4 months Training and work camp inCalifornia.
No prior experience or qualifications needed. Own
expenses apply. Scholarships available. Start Feb. and
Aug. 2002. For more info contact: www.cctg.org, or
email: infofw-cctg.org, or call (530) 467- 4082.
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The Residence Life

andHousingOffice:
♥took over the ArchbishopMurphy

E

3

♥partnered with the Wellness and
Prevention Center and Peer Educators,
♥raisedfinesfor breaking residential

STORY AND PHOTOS BY CARL BERGQUIST
Staff Reporter
If it takes an entire village
o educate a single person, it
certainly takes one heckof an
office to make sure a student
s happily adjusted ina dorm
while being educated.
Residence Life and Housing
loes just that. This is the
office responsible for systemwide programs and activities,
raining and selection of
Resident Assistants and
Residence Hall Directors,
upport and advising for the
Residence Hall Association,
as well as many other
administrative functions.
Under the guidance of
<ather Stephen Hess, SJ,
lesidence Life and Housing
ms undergone several recent
changes. FatherHessbecame
>ermanent director of the
office this fall and hopes to
organize adepartment thathas
)een in transitionfor the past
ive years. He took over the
position last spring from Lee

MM|||Qb|^B

♥and is looking for new ways to create

partner Residence Life and living.
Housing with the Wellness Father Hess
andPreventionCenter(WPC) will benefit

forthefirsttime.SharonAliza
runs the Center, which deals
with numerous issues
involving students' lives,such

The waiver
system

allows for
flexibility in
the cases of
sophomores
who wantto
off
live

from the
English
Language
School

as helping with substance (ELS) not
abuse problems
and having its
understanding sexuality.
Through the WPC, thePeer
Educators will now help with
residentialprogramming and
will do things like plan
karaoke nights, alcohol
awareness presentations, and
otheractivities.
Last month, the Residence
Life and Housing Office
gained jurisdiction over the
Archbishop Murphy
Apartments. Father Hess is
currently in the process of

campus

.

open up the

Previously,
both
freshman
and
sophomores

second floor
of Campion
for students

required to
on
live

toliveand the

campus.

fifth floor,
which was

Right

contract

renewed
next year.
This will

were

now

Residence
partly
Life
is
reserved for
looking into
international
figuring out how to work the students,will
The ArchbishopMurphyApartments willnow beunder the guidanceofthe different
options for
upper-classmen apartments no longer
Residence Life and HousingOffice.
life,
special
into residence
while still have
room
coupled
assignments
interest floors in Campion
accounting for their unique reserved housing,potentially
witn
a
new
waiver
system
on
more
Hallto accommodate alltypes
campus.
up
spaces.
They
position the
opening 80
year
institutedlast
couldadd
Grooms.
are not dorms, yet they are
This freeing-up of
ofstudents.
previously
designated "P to a lot more free space.
FatherHess has worked to not independent of SU

k"IF

IGET AN APARTMENT, ICAN'T GET THIS TYPE OF CAMARADERIE. In THE DORMS, YOU HAVE A BUNCH OF
PEOPLE AROUND YOUR SAME AGE, GOING THROUGH THE SAME THINGS/
LANCE CASEM, JUNIOR, MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
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< ampionHaii. Campiondeskassistants
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ChrisRonkandGalangBui(right)help
mt a resident.
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Residence Life andHousing

-

office is responsible for:
»J| This
"
|pßKli^' g, Overseeing the ArchbishopMurphy Apartments as wellas
i
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WHEN 1WENT
HOME IT WAS WEIRD BECAUSE
" THE
DORMS FEEL LIKE HOME.
Adriana Guerrero,Freshman,Medical
TECHNOLOCY

"
I

Campion and XavierResidence Halls
" Bellarmine,
Working with Wellness and Prevention Center and PeerEducators

I

.. out punishments
.,
" Dishing
* Dealing with anyissue associated withliving in the dorras, includii
_.

maintenance workand room assignments
# Managing the Resident Assistants, Residence Hall Director, Hall
Councils,and theResident Hall Association (RHA)
Providing funding for specific dorm/floor events through RA's and Hall Council
For more information,go to "yvyw,s^ftteß,sd^gmdent/foQUs;jfig/
l
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It'll
cost
ya!
Don't throw chairs out the
windows. Don't play darts in the
hall. Remain fully clothed in all

9

People under
the age of 21
whoarecaught

drinking
alcoholic
beverages will
face a $75
dollar fine and
$150 for a
second
offense.
Smoking
marijuana is a $150 dollar fine; a

second offense will most likely get
a student looking for otherhousing
arrangements.

Basically, rules are needed to
generalareas. Don'thostAmerican
Band Stand after 10 p.m. keep the greatest amountof people
Simply put,residentialrules are happy in the residence halls.
"We want the residence halls
written for good, logical reasons
and when students don't follow to be aplace for students to live in
them, they might literally end up where they feel comfortable and
paying for it. This year, fees have safe and can grow and develop,"
gone up for many rule-violation Father Hess says. Students cannot
penalties and punishment for be allowed to do something that

breaking rules has been expanded. affects someone else negatively.

"Idon't disagree with many of the dorm rules, just sometimes how the rules are administered, some aren't practical."
Leah Stewart, freshman,Nursing

"The RAs do a good job of planning a lotof stuff. They always seem to put together
programs to fit everybody's personalities."
Emily Woodworth, Sophomore, business and philosophy

Emily Woodworth (top left) inherXavierHallroom. FatherBayard(above)
is amoderator on the secondfloor ofBellarmine Hall.

Residence

STAFF
Jesuit Moderators
Jesuits serveasmoderators for
most floors in the resident halls.
They are there to provide help to

students with academics, papers,
and as someone to talk on any
subject — especially religion.
"We're not here to look over
students. It's not a parental role,"
Father Mike Bayard, SJ, secondfloor Bellarmine moderator, says.
"It's to be available for studentsif
they need to talkabout something."
Some Jesuit moderators take
student involvement to new levels.
Father David Leigh, SJ, puts on
penny poker on the fifth floor of
Bellarmine. Father Bayard has

beenknown tocook a floordinner.
Whether through activities,
illicit gambling or good personal
oracademic advice,their presence
reinforces the Jesuit commitment
to the total,personalizededucation
of students at Seattle University.

Residence HallDirectors
The Residence Hall Directors
(RHDs)make sure that everything

in the halls runs smoothly, and,
with the help of hall councils,
hope to make each hall a place
where all students want to live.
"There's 408 people in my
building with all kinds of moral
backgrounds and levels of
maturity," secondyearBellarmine
Hall Director
Shalina
Akins says.
The RHD's jobis not simply
to enforce policy. Their major
duties include supervising the
Resident Assistants and Desk
Assistants,assistingresidents with

personal or academic concerns,
advising thehall council, serving
as a resource for programmatic
information, coordinating hall
desk functions, dealing with the
many and varied administrative
functions ofthehalls,andmeeting
withstudents whosebehavior has
violated policies and guidelines.
"It can vary from helping put
on programs to helping theRAs
or hall councils to answering
questionsorcounselingstudents,"
third-year Xavier Hall Director
Bernie Liang says. Often,
questionsrange frombroken sinks
to needinghelp with financial aid.
The RHDs try to be around as
much as possible, but that is not
always easy.
"There
are
certain
opportunities to connect with
students, and that's usually when
you're just hanging around.
Sometimes that means helping at
oneo'clock in the morningoutside
my door," Liang says.

Resident Assistants
A ResidentAssistant (RA) has
many tasks: a peer advisor,
informal listener, educational
disciplinarian, facilitator, activity
advisor, and friend to the student
living in the residence halls.
Quarterly duties include
putting on three social programs,
two educational programs,
changing the bulletin boards
regularly,makingname tags,and,
of course, enforcing school
policies. The bottom line is that
these are the residential staff
members who really know what
the collegeexperience is like and
can wearmany hats when theneed
arises.
"RAs are students, and they
going
through the .same things
are
as other students," sophomore
Political Science major Pattie
Cabrido, third floor Bellarmine
RA, says. "Writing up people is
one of the disadvantages of the
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job, but policy enforcing is a big
part ofour job.It's not likeifwere
in a bad mood we take it out on
our residents."

RAs always try to beavailable
whenaresidentneeds them. This,
of course, can make for some
sleepy RAs.
"My night ends at one in the
morning and starts at seven a.m.,"
junior Biology major Ruben
Kertesz, fourth floor Xavier RA,
says.
"The day never really ends for
an RA," junior Business major
ScottFriedrich,fourth floor Xavier
RA, adds.
Basically, RAshaveone main
concern and duty.
"Mainly weare a resource for
our residents," junior English
major Bill Tierney, sixth floor
Campion RA, says. "RAs want
people to feel good about where
they live and if they don't feel
good about where they live they
should get in contact with an RA.
It's our job to help."
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Redhawk women ride
three-game win streak
CARL BERGQUIST
Staff Reporter

The Redhawks bucked the trend
of falling behind and coming back
to win against the Wolverines, as
3-2
(8-5,
The Redhawks
Great WOU's full court press throughout
Northwest Athletic Conference) the entire game didnot faze SU.
The Redhawks controlled the
came off a stellar Winter Break by
shocking #24-ranked Central entiresecondhalf,atonepointgoing
Washington University, 68-67, on on a 16-2 run from which the
Jan.5 to starta three-game winning Wolverines couldn't recover. '
"Wewanted toprovethatit wasn t
streak thatalmostequaledtheirtotal
a
fluke that webeatCentral," Lloyd
amount of wins from a year ago.
said.
SU turned their fortunes around
against CWUin a game
wherethey onlyheld the
lead twice
TheRedhawkstrailed
by five at halftime, but
tied it with eight minutesto playinthesecond
halfand took their first
lead of the game with
only 35 seconds toplay
on a layup by forward
Cal-Jean Lloyd. The
Wildcats putupanother
score, but Deanna

From page 7
ton.He also leads

the Redhawks

in rebounding with 6.3 boards per
game.
"Ialways have the mentality that
1 wantto score,but at the same time
I'm very unselfish," Lyons said.
"When Coach told me [to shoot
more] it washard to swallow, be-

Lloyd fouled out with six minutes
to play, SU wasnever threatened as
they woneasily, 67-60.
"Now we're gettingsomerespect cause Inever want to be labeled a
in the conference," Trias said.
ball-hog. But ifit's whathe feels is
With the victory, SU movesinto right and what the team needs, I'll
fifth place in the conference standdo it."
ings,just half a gameoutofsecond.
Petersonhas also developedinto
Onecause of the dramatic turn- astandoutcontributor, placing secaround for SU, which has already ond on the team in scoring (13.8)
doubled its win totalfromlast year, andrebounding(5.8)behind Lyons.
is Lloyd.
The Redhawks next host NorthThe5-foot- 10 jun- westNazarene this Saturday.
ior ranks second in
The Crusaders are 4-10 on the
the GNAC in scor- year (2-5 GNAC) and are tied with
ing with a 16.4 averSU for seventh place in the tenage and seventh in team league. NNU is last in the
rebounding at a leaguein points allowed, giving up
strong7.9 pergame.
"I hope Ibring a
lot of intensity and
good work ethics,"
Lloyd said.
SU's improved
performance is due
to the improved de-

fense and rebound-

Cordovalaid theball in
with four seconds left
for the victory.
"We made big-time
shots and we didn't

Swim team gets
a clean sweep
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL

Editor-in-Chief

ing in the paint as

82.4 points per game, but the
Redhawksare last in points scored
at 63.7 per outing.
The Crusaders are led by 6-foot
guard Josh Cooprider, who averages11.4points and4.6assists, and
7-foot Frenchman Michael Geley,
who averages 9.5 points, 5.6 rebounds, and is eighth in the league
in blocked shots.
After that, theRedhawksembark
on a four-game road trip that includes stops in Alaska, California,
and Oregon, before coming home
to face #9-ranked Seattle Pacific.
"Our record doesn't nearly describe how close the games have
been andhow well we've played,"
Callero said.
"[Saturday's win] was a spectacular display of poise andconfidence and discipline for our team. 1
reallyfeelthat wasa pivotal game."'

coach Craig Mallery explained.

"Swimming [against] Davis, Cal
Baptist, UPS, and Whitworth, will
require we're at our best."
FreshmenKristen Michener and

well as hustle that
The Seattle University women's
was not seen last
swim
team paddled their way
TEREM^DWARDSmHOTOEDrTOR year. SU is reading
Tinsley shoots a free throw as Charlene Murphy passinglanes excep- through the competitionlast Satur- Merceda Rivera were both double
Courtney
panic,"
freshman
(23) JessieDeLaunay(22) look on. Tinsleyhadfourpointsin tionally well,getting day afternoon to recorda rare clean winnersin the meet as they ledtheir
Mariko Trias said.
67-60 victory.
theirhands onpasses sweep on California State Univer- teammates to a first place finish,
Astheclockran down SU's
and throwing their sity-Hayward. The sweep was the 174-28.
to zero,the SU players
first inSU's history.
The Redhawk women finished
The team benefited from a 49 around their weight in the paint.
stormed the court to celebratetheir
"We
needed
to
come
back
allthe
races 1-2-3,as well as taking
after
The Redhawks take their threepercent shooting night from the
biggest victory in recent years.
race
in
two places in both relay
preparatop
Christmas
and
fast
the
floor,
compared
winning
to WOU's 33.8 game conference
streak
"After the buzzer sounded you
reallybig
coming
tionfor
our
meets
races.
Wash,
a
seasonas
on
snagged
Lacey,
they
into
take
wouldhave thought wejust won the percent. SUalso
up in the next two weeks," head
high52boardsagainst atraditionally St. Martin's College tonight.
championship,"Lloyd said.
See Swin team on page 11
Two days after holding league- tough WOU frontcourt that only
leading Seattle Pacific University picked up 3 1 rebounds.
SU outhustled and outran the
to 19 points undertheirteamscoring
average, SU's defense once again Wolverines,as they took advantage
showed up to compete, holding of numerous fast break layups to
CWU to 10 points under their blow out WOU.
The Redhawks didn't stop there,
average. SU proved to themselves
and others that they could play the as they took on a pesky Humboldt
State University team two nights
big games.
SUthen vanquished anothercon- later.
SU never had much to worry
ference opponent in a 8 1-63 upset
victory over Western Oregon about,runningdown theclock while
runningup the score. Even though
University on Jan. 10.
Each poem must be presented typed on a separate sheet with
out the poef s name. A cover sheet with the poet's name, adM 'ouhtyoulike to experiencelaw I
I Would youlike helpin deciding
dress, e-mail address and telephone number and the title or first
IIiflaw school fa rightforyou?
tckoolbeforeyou start?
line of thepoem must be stapled to the text ofeach poem. Submissions thatdo not follow these directions are ineligible.

sponsored by
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Seattle University's Honors Program

1

I

}£hresentcrtion of

I

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
PRESENTS

%T}£l?

SCHOOL IN A BOX
Saturday, Jan 26. 2002
9:30 AM 4:00 PM
Seattle Pacific University
3307-3"1Avenue West
Seattle, WA 96119
$10.00
Jan. 16, 2002

DATE:
TIME:
WHERE:

COST:
DEADLINE:

REGISTER BYCONTACTING:

mJi

Sffljl

SSvers^

"Sheila at 1-600-825-9267 or 509-323-3736
e-mail: e6tilliantflaty6cliool.gonzaga.edu
*CC at 1-600-793-1710 or 509-323-5532
e-mail: admission6tflaiv6chool.gonzaga.edu
'KegiMralioH ft>tm\ ttl\o available from xtmr prelaw ailvistir. Career Service*
Office, or online at wtvH.lau\gonzaxtt.etlivatlmisshm\<t'tenn.litm.
i

I

iDfie Contest:
panel

of two faculty members
The poems will bejudged by a
first
I andthree students. Winners will be announced during the
enrolled
currently
of
students
I week ofMarch.With theexception
in the Honors Program, all students at Seattle University are
eligibleto participate in the contest.
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Aim/} Submit p "
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to the

Wm BeaSftne:
tiSfIXStV
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pleaseca

February 25, 2002
lst:s6o 2nd:s4o; 3rd:s2s

J° K'rschner at X5305 for more information.
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"Hey! Give me a
when the
ckey Shuffle was cool? spot, stickboy!"

Remember

fade.
Iremember Grandmama, Lil'
Penny,and "Mr.Robinson'sNeighborhood." (David, not the old guy
on Channel 9.)
Iremember Run TMC, the Bad
Boys,and theFab Five.
I
remember watching the chubby
point guardfrom Cal-Berkeleyupset Duke in the tournament (Jason
AUSTIN L.BURTON
Kidd), the ball-hogging kid at
Sports Editor
Georgetown run circles around
As stupid as it may sound,I'm Memphis in his first collegegame
starting to feel old.In less than a (Allen Iverson), and the Syracuse
month I'll be 20 years old, and star whoended up being abust in
although the thought of someone the pros (Billy Owens, Derrick
whorefers to 1988 as old school Coleman, Lawrence Moten, John
spinning "back in my day"stories Wallace...).
Iremember going to my first
is pretty scary, it's
even scarier that
1988 was fourteen
yearsago.

entforthe Mariners,wonderingwhy
they tradedMark Langstonfor some
7-foot kid, and when Jay Buhner
could actually run.
Iremember Christian Okoye,
Barry Foster, and Jeff Hostetler.
I
remember the 1991Huskiesdefense, Tyrone Wheatly ripping up
that defense in 1992, and Billy Joe
sinking the dynasty in 1993.
I
remember knowingthenameof
every bowl, who was playing in
every bowl,and when the national
champion was decided by biased
journalists and not unbiased computers.

I
remember knowingall the kick-

ers, only a few of the coaches, and

none of the owners.
I
remember when
Cliff Robinson was
theonlyguy wearing
a headband, Jesse
Ventura was the
wearing
only guy wearing a

i

cliff robinson
a
stockton

remember when
Just how much
things
have
the only guy
changed?Believe it
bandana, and John
or not, there was a
headband, and john
Stockton wasn't the
timewhenthe Ickey
only guy wearing
Shuffle was cool.
the only guy wearing
mini-shorts.
And whenhitting30
mini-shorts.
Iremember serihome runs in a
ously
questioning if
season wasreserved
Sonics
at
game,
Ralph
up Bruce
some
the
Coliseum
verMaccio
could
beat
sluggers,
for the real
not
baby-faced second basemen who sus the Lakers, and asking my dad Lee.ifSylvesterStallonecouldbeat
just allofa sudden got really buff why Sedale Threattgrabbedthe rim up Mike Tyson,and ifDeionSanders and Andre Rison couldbeat up
(cough*Bretßoone*cough). And when he shot theball.
IrememberwhentheTwins were anyone betweenthem.
DennisRodmanhadblack hairand
1rememberwonderingwhyGino
no tattoos.And whenathletes who really good, the Yankees weren't
broke records actuallyhad toearn that good,and theMarinersat least Toretta won the Heisman over
thoselecords (I'mlookingat YOU, choked early on instead of teasing Marshall Faulk, why Andre Ware
won the Heisman over Rocket
Nykesha Sales and Michael fans witha playoff run.
Iremember wondering if Julio Ismail, and whyTy Detmer won the
Strahan).
I remember
Dikembe CesarChavez wouldever lose,what Heisman at all.
I
remember whencollegeplayers
British wouldhavehappenedifMike Tyson
butt-ugly
Mutombo's
Knights, Shaquille O'Neal's butt- and Evander Holyfield fought in wore t-shirts undertheir jerseys.
I
remember whenTimHardaway
uglier "Shaqnosis" Reeboks, and 1991, and when someone would
Magic Johnson's butt-ugliest knock thatsmileoff ofOscarDeLa was the only guy doing the crossover, and Michael Jordan was the
Hoya's face.
yellow Converse.
Iremember when boxing didn't onlyone who coulddunk from the
IrememberwhenMichael Jordan wasfresh outofschool himself have 36 weight classes, 48 federa- free throw line.
But as much as some things have
instead of schooling the entire tions, and 186 champions.
vs.
(and
changed,
I
remember Jordan Bird
some things stayconstant.
league, when MJ couldn't "win
being
never
Bulls
vs.
Duke
is
still
the most annoyingcolLarry),
one,"
Blazthe big
and thinking that his
(which
slow),
players in the
ers
moved
50
lection
of
basketball
famous switch-hands-in-midair
—
Boxing
andGeorgeForeman's
And
are still
country.
KO
the
Seahawks
layup wasn'tall that until Itried
to
(the
game
you
year
just
always
away.
where
had
one
And
while
itin my driveway.
Just
have
George).
may
pink
stand
there.
like
Rodman
now
hair
Iremember Karl Malone's SIremember thinking Kevin and 34 tattoos,he stillcan't score to
curl, AC Green's jheri curl, and
Shawn Kemp's supposed-to-be Mitchell was the missing ingredi- save his life.

was

wasn't
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room isn't busy. In reality, the
weight roomis a place many could

—

BHHHSHHh

"Hey puton twoforty-fives and a
couple of tens," one weight room
user says to another. The weight
roomis as attracting tosomeas it is
intimidating to others.
Every new study that comes out
seems to basically say the same
thing, innumerous ways: working
out is good for you, just like smoking, drinking, or eating fast foodis
bad for you. It seems so obvious,
but why is it sohard?
Well, thereare numerous people
telling youhow you should do this
or that, while you hearstories about
people taking the easy way and goingon a commercialdiet and losing
absorbent amounts of weight. The
hidden secret is that as soon as they
get off that diet, they will balloon
right back up again, unless they

supplement it with alittle working
out. You can be any shape or size
and improve yourself.
The SU gym may seem almost
tauntingly scary for some to lake
that first adventuredown the small
hallwaythat opensintoalargeroom
with an array of machines littered

throughout themirrored room. The
ones that do take that initial first
step usuallydo it witha friend or at
a time that they know the weight

out.

There was a sign on the weight
room boardthe other day thathad a
rail-thin guy trying to lift a 100poundweight.Youdon't getstrong
overnight. Youdon't get in shapein
20minutes, nomatter whatthecommercials say. SU's gym, although
not

fully equipped, is well main-

tainedandhasa variety of machines
to work any muscle that may be
deemed in need.
There are million of ways you
can work out. You can work out
different amounts of days or hours
and mosv. of the options are good,
you just have to find the one that
worksbest withyouandyourschedule. The hardest thing about the
gym isn't the perspiration that
gushes off foreheads as people run
the treadmill, its just getting to the
gymonceor twice a week.

team dominates
Swim
From
10
page

Mallery was excitedand encouraged by their performances, and
believes that hard work over the
break paidoff for the team.

"It was evident on their
performance," headded.'They have
their sights setontheNAIAnational
title and theyare putting in the work
and performing at a level at which
helps bring that closer."
Michener took first in the 50 and

100-yard freestyle events.
Rivera placed first in the 200yardbutterfly with a timeof 2:16.29
and the 200-yard breast-stroke in

2:38.21.
Junior Megan Ackerman continued her dominance in meets this
year, remaining undefeated in the
1650-yard freestyle.
The Redhawk women improved
their overall dual meet record to53 this season.

jl' Wonderful views of the city and mountains
|l**Beautiful courtyard terrace and garden

ll**Quality designer interiorcolor schemes and

finishes throughout
flbVßßV"'lo'fP*vltliH**Kitchens
with natural woodstained cabinets,
frost-free refrigerators,self-cleaning ovens,
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CARL BERGQUIST
Sports Columnist
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call a second horne minus the
—
comfortable furniture but you do
have TVs that play the College
Television Network overand over
and overagain.
people there shouldn't innidate a newcomer. Just because
jy're twice your size and weigh
three times as much as you, should
be noreason to be scared to ask for
helpor ask questions.People don't
careifyoucanruna 10-minutemile
or a five-minute mile. They don't
care if you can lift 500 pounds or
five pounds. The weight room is
unique because everyone is there
for one purpose, to get in better
shape. In most cases people that
havebeendoingexercise fora while
are more than willing to help you

Loyola's MSW, accredited since 1921:

" Clinical specializations:children, families,

«t

builtin microwaves,and dishwashers
HIHmIIH**Washer
and dryer in every unit

Vantage Park
At First Hill
1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, wa 98122

LuxuryCondo style at apartment prices!

adults, couples, elderly, health, andschool

social work
" Four
dual degree programs:MSW and Child

l**High speedinternet access, satellite,anilcable

|I:MI

Development (MS); Law (JD); Divinity
or Child and Family Law (MJ)
" (MDiv);
Availableat Loyola's Water Tower Campus,
Chicago, and at Carthage College,

TV available.
I'atioor Juliet window planters

:M

W**Keyless entry system with video interface
M**Exercise center onsite
IB**Underground allreserved parking
Call for our Move InSpecials!
Leasing office: 206.381.5878
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www.vantageparkapts.com
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Kenosna, Wis.
Also availableat Loyola's School ol Social
Work: BSW and PhD degree programs
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LOYOLA
UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO

Graduate School
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of Social Work

M.S.W. Admissions:
Judo Gonzales

at 312.915.7289
"
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e-mail.
jgonza@luc.odu

Loyola Unnaiuly Chicago ifanaqualopportunityaducator and amployar D2002 LoyolaUni»araity ol Chicago
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Arts & Entertainment

Author turns The Simpsons into religious model
JEAN WAHLBORG

Staff Reporter

"Ilike to think thatBart Simpson
is inline withAbraham andMoses."
Say that again? Some wouldcall
this statement sacrilegious or simply preposterous.
However,inhisbook The Gospel
According to The Simpsons, religionjournalist Mark Pinsky tries to
defend just this notion, as well as
many others, to prove to thereader
that theSimpsons are the most religious family on television.
Thebook is composedof 13 chapters, each focusing on a different
aspectof religion that the show addresses and how it is addressed.
Muchofeach chapterare synopses
of episodes relevant to the topic,
withsomeintellectual commentary
and interpretation added in.
The book contains such chapters
as "Personal Prayer: 'Dear God,
Give the Bald Guy a Break!,"
"Heaven, Hell and the Devil: i'd
Sell My Soul for a Donut," and
"The Bible: 'I Think It May Be

Somewhere toward the Back."
Pinsky'sbookalso includesthree
chapters on how other religionsand
a specific form of Christianity are
portrayedontheshow: Catholicism,
Judaism, and Hinduism. These

chapters contain opinions on cerApparently there are many
tain episodes orcharacter represen- Simpsons experts out there, and
tations from experts in the various Pinskyhasdrawn on alargenumber
fields of faith.
of themfor his research.
Towards its end, the book conThe reliance on experts, howcludes with an interview with the ever, was a matter of disappointcreatorsof the series,Matt Groening ment. Though the author conveys a
andexecutiveproducerMikeScully great dealofinformationand intel(1993), and their
lectual views,
hmmmm
very few of
views onhow religious the show
them are his
is and why.
own.
viewers
Pinksy's last
He quotes
left
and right
chapter focuses KNOW THAT
IS
on whether ornot
from other exbut
they are "cloak- QUITE MORAL.
perts,
ing the sacred
rarely does he
HAVE YOU EVER
withtheprofane."
throw in his
own opinion
Though the
THOUGHT OF HER
book bears The
on any of the
subjects.
Simpsons name
ASA
and a drawingof
His lack of
Bart Simpson as representation of opinion aside,
an angel on the
Pinsky has
cover, don't be
done a fine job
organizingthis
fooled intothinking it is lightbook. By splithearted or easy read. The Gospel ting it upinto chapters focused on a
According to The Simpsons is a specificreligioustopic, he wasable
seriouslook at a heavilyresearched to group information from a series
topic.
with over 275 episodes into indifact,
quotes
In
thebook
nineother vidual areas for inspection.
books, ten articles, and five acaThe true Simpsonsfan willrecogdemic papers orjournal articles on nize everyepisode mentionedin the
book, and can probably predict
the subject of TheSimpsons.

Most

LISA

BUT

Jesus?

Thoughanyonecanread thisbook

which episodes will be included.

An intelligent fan hasprobably even and gain an insight to the religious
noticed that the show contains a lot nature of the show, only the true

of religious themes.
However, noteven this reviewer
(an extreme fan if there ever was
one,and a Christian) was prepared
for the incredible amount of references made in the show to God,
prayer, Judaism, the church, and
the Bible.
For example,most viewers know
that Lisa is quite moral. But have
you ever thought ofher as a representation of Jesus?
ChapterThree("Does LisaSpeak
for Jesus?") is entirely dedicated to
this idea and cites qualities such as
truthfulness,helpingothersin need,
a commitment to human equality,
and justice. She supports the poor,
the powerless, and the downtrodden and is critical of the rich. The
chapteroutlines how she does this,
as wellasothers waysshehas shown
to be like Jesus.
Anothernoticeableoccurrenceon

the show is prayer.
The family prays before meals,
tests, and even before stealing
grease.Chapter Twofocuses on the
many ways, times, and places the
Simpson familyprayers,as wellas
how these prayers are answered (or
in some cases, why they aren't).

Simpsons fan can appreciate it because ofallthe episodesreferenced.
The episodes are explained well
enough, but unless you've seen
them, it'dbedifficultto truly enjoy
and appreciate this book.
The show's fans will find this
book can compliment and expand
their knowledge of the portrayal of
religion on the show, and may also
help them to learn somethingabout
the creatorsand theirreligiousbackgrounds.

This book is also good for those
who are religious and maybe turn
their noses up at The Simpsons or

have never watched it. It explains
how the show doesn't mock religion,but rather tries to portrayitin
light of the state of the modern
world and modem Christians.
Remember, however, that this is
not a comic book. It doesn't have
any pictures, and it contains areasonable amount of footnotes like
classroom textbooks.
However, it is short and enjoyable to read if only to discuss and
argue the ideas with others, while
talking about a great show at the
same time.

Sugary Kiss me, Kate pleases in song and comedy
SEAN REID
Staff Reporter

Wagner, and two square-jawed
mobsters(RichardPoe andMichael
Arkin) who are thrown in for susWith all its hype, the musical pense after they crash the show.
Kiss Me,Katelooks like God's gift Two-dimensional,yes,butKissMe,
to Broadway. The production has Kateis not (ahem) Shakespeare.
Originally debutingin 1949 when
been adorned with five Tony
Awards and garnered flattering it becamethe first Broadway musisound bytes from New
York critics that rarely

exclude an exclamation
point.
However, despite it's
popularity, Kate is still a
merelight and sugarymusical. There is comedy as
well,as big musical numbers to enjoy, but little
substance tostimulate the

mind.

It's pretty harmless.
Kate tells the story of

theaterproducerßick Graham (Rex Smith) and the
openingnight ofhis staging of Shakespeare's The
Tamingof the Shrew.
It's a comedy whose
behind-the-scenes antics
spill over into the performance, notably between
Rick, playing the male
lead Petruchio,andhis exwife Lili Vanessi (Rachel
York),opposite himas the
character of Kate. As
Rick's ego andLili's temper collide on and off
stage, the restofthe Shrew
castcarry on,unawarethat
the drama in the performance is more real than it

pace is interesting enough to seem
brisk, e-ven iftheproductionitselfis

nearly three hours long.
One particularly good comedy
setup invol yesagift Rick "acciden-

tally" gives Lili before the show
goes on. She takes it as a sign he
remembered their anniversary,
though it's actually a
—
present for Lois complete with a love note. Before he can do anything,
Lili waltzes on stage planning to readit before a big
line. A resounding "You
bastard!" is heardsoonafter.

As with most musicals,

it isin the actors' contracts
to burst into song before
moving onto thenextscene
inKate.It's an obvious element of the genre that's
almost painfully apparent
in the sthAvenue show.
Themusic, composedby
Cole Porter,is/iate'sclaim
to fame. The choreographyand theactors' singing
skills are top notch, especially in the rousing ensemble 'Too Darn Hot."
Thetitular "KissMe,Kate"
and "Always True to You
(In My Fashion)" are also

highly enjoyable.
Thelatter is sungbeautifully (andsuggestively)by
Hill's Lois.
COURTESY THE STH AVENUE MUSICAL
THEATRECOMPANY
However, the two big
andRex
Smith
headline
cast
Rachel York
the
of annoyances with the
"KissMe,Kate,"playingattheSthAvenueTheatre. musical's songs are that
looks.
there are too many and
award,
Tony
is
cal
to
win
a
the
most
supporting
medley
The
cast a
revival
don't know when to end.
eh,
but
Kate
at
Avenue
stereotypes,
gonna
whadya
playing
of
of
the sth
Sometimes the sighs can be heard
slut,
makes
the
moves
in
ditzy
right
do? There's the
Lois Theatre
across the aisles when the actors
(Jenny Hill), in her first "break- progressing through its standard start to stroll into another chirpy
through"role, thegruffgeneralboy- plot. Sarcasm and hardy-har jokes solo or ensemble.
friend of Lili, Harrison (Chuck take upmost of the dialogue,so the
While the performances are hi-

larious, York singing "IHateMen"
onPMS-overloadand themobsters

Take a key scene between the
two ex-partners in Lilli's dressing
room. As each point out mistakes
the other made in their past, their

carolling "Brush Up Your
Shakespeare" in Brooklyn accents
overstaytheir welcome.Eachlooks arguing gradually leads them
like its about toenduntiltheorches- through thebettermemoriesoftheir
tra revs up again for at least two marriage and they begin to laugh.
more encores.
"Whose fault was it?"Lilli says to
Theaudiences applauds,ready to him, sighing.
Ifthere is a reasonto see Kiss Me
move on, but then is forcefully
obligedtoclap yetagain...andagain. Kateitis simply to put thebrainon
It is the most tiresome aspect of sleep-mode andrevel in the goofy
hilarity on stage.
Kate.
Kiss Me, Kate runs until January
By and large, the show is mostly
supportedbySmith andYork's per- 27th at the sth Avenue Theatre at
formances, which each embody the corner of University St. andsth
their ego and shrewed character Avenue. It runs Tuesday through
traits, respectively,at the startofthe Saturday at 8p.m.and onSunday at
musical and then flesh out their 7:30 p.m. Matinees are scheduled
on Saturday and Sunday at 2 p.m.
characters later.
On the surface they each appear Tickets range from $17-$5B. For
to show the most bitter resentment more information contact 206-625foreach other,butbothreveal there's 1418.
more beneath.

Get

healthy

while you're

getting

educated!

$5 Walk-in Visits with Valid Student ID
At Bastyr Center for NaturalHealth
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Bastyr Center for NaturalHealth
is the largest naturalhealth care
facility in Washington. Serving
the community since 1980.
Acupuncture
W Chinese HerbalMedicine
Counselingand Biofeedback
Homeopathy
■# NaturopathicMedicine
■*' Nutrition
PhysicalMedicine

■-

DispensaryItems/lab fees not included.
Goodthrough 6/30/02.

CmT °
1307 N.45th Street " Seattle, WA 98103
%
206.834.4100 " www.bastyr.edu N,£J££
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Orange County goes for the sadistic laughs
Melissa Sweat
Staff Reporter

edies of recent months failed in
doing. That is reaching a greater
audience so teens of all ages can
partake in the silliness.

Tomlin) thathe is a shoe-in andthat
he need not apply to any other

school, but after she mixes up
Imagine you're strolling down
Shaun's transcript with a boy of a
the sunny streets of Southern Calisimilar name (but muchlower aptiShaun Brumder,playedby Colin tude), Shaun is rejected from
fornia. You'resportingsomeshades
and feeling groovy, checking out Hanks (son of Tom), is a typical Stanford.
the sexy boys/girls passing
Shaun'shilarious odyssey
yourway,when BAM!Out
begins.Anall-starcastofcolofnowhere a bigripe orange
orful and talented characters
light up the screen, but
comes whirling at your face
—
and hits you square in the
rather unintentionally do
just about everything to
forehead. If this were happening to anyone but you,
darken Shaun's path to
you'd be chuckling like
Stanford. Girlfriend Ashley
those sexyboys/girlsnow try(playedby SchuylerFish, the
ingtostifletheir laughs while
lovely and talented daughter
pointing theirsun-tanned finof Sissy Spacek) manages a
gers at you. Admit it.
visit from a Stanford board
Iknow Iwould be.
member and his wife (Garry
Marshal]andDanaIvey),but
That same sort of unexpected,I-shouldn't-be-laughit is inevitably ruined by
PHOTO COURTESY CNN.COM
ing-at-this-but-I'm-going-toShaun's loved ones: his
Shaun (Colin Hanks) holds his Stanford
anyways humor that that big
drama-queen, drunken mom

...

—

—

rejection letter, blissfully unaware that
orangeincitesisthesame kind
wonderfully performed by
of irrepressible fun that you
acceptancenoticescome inlargeenvelopes.
Catherine O'Hara (Home
can expect to get with OrAlone),his stoner surfer buds
angeCounty.Replete with barfing, high school senior attending Vista that have spent way too much time
urine being mistaken for wine, a Del Mar High School in the sunny, in the sun, and lastly (but certainly
dean of a prestigious college mis- Utopian suburb known as Orange not least) Shaun's loser, older
takenly taking ecstasy, and many County,Calif.
brother Lance played by the feroother juvenile antics make this
There he basically floats around ciously funny Jack Black, who is
moviean almost guilty, adolescent- like a cool ocean breezeuntil one perpetually recovering from the
day he discovers a fictitious novel night before.
like pleasure.
Being a PG-13 movie produced called Straight Jacket by Marcus
After hischances and dreams are
inpart by MTV,the target audience Skinner (played by the loveably again ruined. Lance has a moment
— warm Kevin Kline). After obsess- of brotherly brilliance— he will
obviouslystartsata pretty lowage
probably aroundthe time whenIittle ing over the book, reading it day drive Shaun up to Stanfordand toboysarejust gettinghairundertheir andnight,he decideshisdreamis to gether, with girlfriend Ashley in
armpits and their voices are crack- become a writer and study at tow, will convince the dean of ading.
Stanford, while learning under the missions to let him in. Throughout
But whether it's intentional or wingofhis idol,Skinner.Thebrainy, the movie Jack Black, who is benot, this movie achieves what few ultra-involvedShaunis told by his coming a cult-icon/cash-cow for
oftheslapstick,coming-of-age com- flitty guidance counselor (Lily motion pictures,neverfails with his

wild eyesandmatchingantics.Other
characters thatshoulddefinitelynot
go without mention are John
Lithgow, who plays Shaun's
money-lovingfather (and gets two
points for calling O'Hara "coyote
ugly" to her face); Ben Stiller,who
makes a brief cameo as a fireman,

foster the writer in him, in a way
that Orange County would not.But
when he finally does arrive there,
he finds out it's not quite so different from home.
If this movie weren't a grossly
exaggeratedcomedy,it wouldactually have made quite a poignant

andChevy Chase,playingShaun's

statement in the end. But Orange

high school principal who seems to
think that Britney Spears would
make a fine choice as a graduation
performer (as opposed to Toni
Morrison, no less).
All the while, this is whatShaun
to escape as a young, amtrying
is
—
bitious writer the superficiality
and apparent stifling nature of his
home.He thinks that Stanford would

County would rather throw that big
juicy orange at youand revel in the

hysteria of that nerve-wracking,
soul-searching, waiting-in-limbo
timewhen your future was about to
arrive in your mailbox and the rest
of your life was beginning.
It's not so funny when it's happening to you, but now we can all
point back andlaugh.

Greatest hits that
didn't miss in 2001

{Whitney
Gould

Spectator Columnist
else. Many artists, such as The
will
be
a
year
certainly
SmashingPumpkins
2001
not
offered aliminmusic to forget.Boybands, soul- itededition CD with their compiful whippers, and numeral dudes lation.Even LimpBizkit gotclever j
shared the topof the charts.Mean- and issued a remix album just in
while,Creed proved that there re- time for Christmas. The sudden
allyare people who buy their al- rush of greatest hits records may
bumsand Weezercame back with not be a coincidence. With the \
a soldout tour and long awaited dominance of artists like Staind
album.EvenMichaelJacksonhad and Ja Rule, rock and pop stars
somefun,comingback creepyface alike may feel aneed to prove their
and all to prove "he still gots it."
own repertoire to a whole new
In theend,TheBeatles came out generation of fans. Not even a
on top with their number one hits powerful debut like that of Alicia
compilation,1. With the album's Keyscan standup to an oldband's
success, they managed to top entire back catalog of hits.
BilIboard's year-endchart for most
For this reason,greatesthits alalbums sold, leaving every clean bums may be looked down on as
cut boy band one step closer to a an easy way to pick up some cash
nervous breakdown. Though he is and put record contracts to an end.

going to be missed by the music
community, ex-Beatle George
Harrison must have died with a
smile on his face.'
In thewake of7 s success,other
Beatles and non-Beatles artists
alike began the rampant releaseof
hits compilations in the end of
2001 Suchartists include Mariah
Carrey, The Backstreet Boys,Madonna,Paul McCartneyand Wings,
TheSmashingPumpkins,andeven
Sting(yes, this willbe Sting's39th
greatesthits album).
Though none of these albums
managed to break any records in
sales, they came by the boatload
and sold nicely. "Why," you may
ask, "did everybodyfrom Alice In
Chains toIceCube decide on2001
for the big hitsrelease?"
For one,people are beginningto
desire thingsin a nice package. If
aproductlooks prettyandhas more
to offer, then people will be more
likely topurchaseit.Likewise,with
therise andfall ofNapster,alotof
artists are beginning to be more
self conscious about their fans'
response. When artists are not trying tooffer the fans anicelypackaged product, a lot of fans will
simply download the music and
spend the $17.99 on something

.

Livein France,study in France and

*u,

stna

expand your horizons while having
a unique cultural experience.

china

Seattle University's oldest study abroadprograd^k
has over a 25 yearhistory in the fast-growingJJ^^L
cosmopolitan centerof Grenoble.With its univerefflP
rich culture and alpinesetting, Grenobleoffers Tn
students a widerangeof cultural experiencesand
outdoor activities. The programfeatures two quarters
of language and culture courses.

India
Ireland

Israel
Italy
Japan
Mexico
Turkey

For more information contact International Studies, Casey 3rd floor, (206) 296-5380
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Similarly remix albums and live
albums aregenerally frownedupon
by the general pop-consuming
public. Limp Bizkit's New Old
Songs has failed to ship a significant amount of units as of yet.
AndartistslikePearl JamandDave
MatthewsBand who put out live

albums just about every week are
making little profits.
The hits, or at least hit albums
don't stopcoming. Aerosmithhas
oneplanned for this year,andI'm
sure we'll see one from R.E.M.
soon. Sometimes a greatest hits
album is a last resort. Perhaps a
last resort is what was needed in
2001, a year where anything and
everythingcame andleft.
The Backstreet Boys sold
records alongside Linkin Park
while Jay Z performed an unpluggedperformance. Allofwhich
were appreciated by fans. Even
the cross-dressing Tool hadmass
success in2001. TheBeatles were
stillthe championsthough,selling
more records this year than any
other artist.
Whitney Gouldisa freshmen
majoring in Journalism. His
email isgouldw@seattleu.edu.

ASSU
Toastmasters International

Children's Literacy Project

Voulunteer tutors needed!
Tutor K-9th grad students in reading, writing and math skills.
Winter 2002 volunteer trainings:
Elementary Tutor Trainings
Satruday, Jan. 12 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m., Loyola 302-or-Wednesday
Jan. 16, 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.,Administration 307

Middle School Tutor Trainings
Tuesday, Januarty 15, 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., Loyola 200-orThursday Januarry 17 2p.m. to 4:30p.m., Loyola 400

What do companies look for most in potential employees? The answer is
communication skills. The skill to present your ideas and views in an
organized manner is very important inbecoming successfull.If you wish to
havethis skill join Toastmatsters. We meet every Wednesday at 12 p.m. in
Pigott 107. Hope to see you there.

THIRSTY THURSDAY AT FADO
IRISH PUB
(On the corner of Ist Aye. and Columbia St.
downtown)

For more information call us at (206) 296-6411 or
clp@seattleu.edu

The Seattle University
Marksmanship Club

Interna.ti
onal

Dinner
2002
Living in Harmony
We are the Bridge to Peace
Jan. 26, 2002
Campion Ballroom
6-10 p.m.
$B— SU students
$10— all other guests
Tickets will be on sale in the
International Student Center. We
will offer over 20 different
dishes from around the world
while enjoying entertainment
from regions like Brazil, Korea,
Japan, Africa, Vietnam and
much more!

Join the Marksmanship Club
at the gun range this Friday,January
18.
Transportation, firearms, ammunition
& instruction are provided.
New and experienced shooters are
welcome.
Meet in front of Bellarmine Hall at 2:10
p.m.
For Further Information

Jacob Faris, President
farisj@seattleu.edu
206-220-8593

Dr. Tadie, Faculty Moderator
509 Casey Hall
206-296-5422
The Marksmanship Club is an intramural
sports activity, chartered as a collegiate
shooting club by the NRA and the ASSU.

Announcement of a Shooting Competition at Seattle University
The Marksmanship Club is pleased to announce the inauguration of an
annual shooting contest. All Seattle University students may compete
for two prizes that will be awarded on the last range day of the
academic year. The St. George Prize will be awarded to the best rifle
marksman, and the St. Gabriel Possenti Prize will be awarded to the
best pistol marksman.

score

centerfire rifle
score divided by 4

Five-shots per target.

Ammunitionis shooter's choice.
Targets must be submitted toDr. Tadie at the end of the shooting day on which

50 yards

bench

The cost of approved targets is 2 for $1.00 (nocoins).

50 yards

off-hand

100 yards

bench

Each shooter may submit only one target for each prize at the end of each range
day.

100 yards

off-hand

The St.Gabriel PossentiPrize:
.22 l.r. pistol - leaf sights only

-

centerfire pistol leaf sights only

score divided by 2

distance to target, shot from bench
or off-hand or two-handed, clearly written signature of shooter and witness, and
date target was shot).

the target was shot.

The St.George Prize:
.22 l.r. rifle

.22 l.r. rifle
score divided by 2
centerfire rifle
score divided by 2

handed

Thursday, January 17, 2002
Drink Specials with SU ID

025 feet

two-

25 feet

two-

For the 2001-02academic year, targets must be submitted for at least 5 of the 8
range days of the winter and spring terms that are scheduled at the Renton Gun
Range.

Following the last shooting day of the 2001-02academic year, the shooter with
the best single target in each
prize category will be declared the winner for that category.

Prizes:
The name of each prize winner will be inscribed on a plaque in the
Marksmanship Club's Reloading Room.

Rules:

Each winner will be given a free annual membership for the next academic

Scoring by string method.

Contest shooters have first choice of firearms.
To be eligible for either prize, shooters must submit only approved

targets and have all information supplied
at the proper place on the target (name of competition, type of firearm,

year;
a winner who is a graduating
senior will have achoice of a free annual membership or a suitable substitute.

-

For further information: Jacob Faris, President, 206-220-8593 e-mail
farisj@seattleu.edu,or
Dr. Tadie, Faculty Moderator, 206-296-5420.
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
200. Help Wanted
Seekingnanny for infant in
Greenlake. 3 days/wk. 8
am-9pm. lyr.min.commit,
(206)
729-3751
debrappaport@hotmail.com
Babysitter for 1yr oldbaby
Morning hours needed on
Mon. and Tues. Located in
Seward Park area of Seattle,
Pay in negotiable. Own
transportation required.
Please call 206-723-3356.

shopping, transportation.
light housekeeping - things
theseseniorscanno longer do
for themselves. Volunteers
choose the day and time as
well asthelocation they would
like to serve at The goal ls to
allow seniors to remain
independent in their own
homes. If interested in
volunteering, call Brook at
or email her
at brookb@ccsww.org.

-

206-328^656

400. Services

fnfn' fffj?
«S«
tolfWorkForSelfvflu
nfo

Cheadle. Ph.D.,hasextensive
experienceeditingarticlesand
theses. Writing tutorials also
availab
206-522-7883 or

9QR 77*9

www
www.WorkForSelf.Info.

$$ Get Paid For Your
Opinions! $$
Earn $5-$125 and
more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

,

marvprheadle@aol.com

Clearance Sale on Brand

Ifs Almost Illegal!! Get Yours
T o d a y 1 ! h t Ip : / /
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GOT AN HOUR TO GIVE
BACK? An hour of your
time each weekcan make a
difference insomeone'slife.

THINK YOU'REPREGNANT?
Call Birthright forconfidential
support and free pregnancy

Quiet Neighborhood $450
$500, util. incld. NP/NS.

On Metro route 20 10913
26th Ave SW Call (206)
244-1154
Monthly Parking Available
$75 per month
Vantage Park
1011 East Terrace Street

|

Js^n^t
.
.V
l^/month"Jncludes"^!
...... ...*", .

($100). References required.
No smoking or pets.
<ballet@u.washington.edu>

or call 206.320.0452 &leave

message.
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West Seattle
3 bdrm.
duplex $995. On Metro
route 20. W/D hook-up.
4804 DelridgeWay SW. 1st,
last. dep. NS. Animals
negotiable. Call (206) 2441154 to view.

condo. 1.5 miles from
downtown on direct busline
(#27/#25): 16th at Yesler
Fully elegantly
Way.
furnished & decorated. New
wood/granite tile floors
g
shared Housi
for
doors. All appliances, small
women
who
raduates
&
balcony, fenced yard.
pursuit of career or higher
security system off-street
y
paridn*
igh
ated
above
&
territorial view to downtown
.6 blocks
Madrona
beaches
private
& WeSt ' qUie
fromlake. Tour the house at
h]
A
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TheBanyanHouse.

All the
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computer. laser printer for
umeS. TheBanvan House
reS

serving college educated
women in pursuit of their
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-IJS25 £SXcameras

«24.
hoiir surveillance
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career
safe c]sgn and
housj
e
A 6QQ0
aflbrdab
sq ft funky old house
Call for more info:
Voluntary contribution as f
low as $260 plus utilities,no
Waylen Leopoldino
lease, no rent. Call Jody at
her travel office cell number I Tel :(206) 296-6474
g d 9 tO 9 (206) 228-°305
| Fax:(206)296-6477
Leave message.
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Got staff to sell?
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IPlace your Classified
I
Ad Today!
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Personals

Woody
Our book is getting a little
dusty, let's catch up on our
reading & learn some new
info. Then we can see if it
To all my friends: 6 more works.
keep on -Me
months
dreaming big!
Debola
To my dearest Alex, Your You're dead sexy!
and
potatoes are falling out!
you're cute too!
Galang

...

-

Walk to Campus! Light &
airy IBtop-floor apt. luxury

Name Laptops! Prices So Low, new bWg. All Amenities incl.

300.
Volunteer
——————_—.

Chris and Alex:
Thank you for beingmybest
friends. Iloveyouboth very
much. Celeste.

400# Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

500. For Rent

Lookingforabetterlifestyle
With a future? Work for
at

15

. ..

Jen You are the coolest girl YMO,
inSU. Yougo girl. "What can Where would Ibe without
be without you, baby". Y.Q. you? Can Iget a witness?
We're going to have somuch
Flo, Howzit? Thanks for the fun jacking quotes in
great vacation. We miss you Theology!
too!!! Hang inthere. We love Love,
you!
J. Lo

Who is John Gait?
This is not my Sequence
Gloves!!!!

To the woman that shall
Kltch! Don'tinhalethedrapes Hola Chicas!
remain nameless
at it Angle,Ivy,
OK? It's mini-blinds so it Going
back
You are so much better.
Nic butt-crack of dawn = )
might hurt.

-

To the new OC's! You guys
rock! Everyone will want to
come to the 100 acre wood
T.T.F.N.

.

Food for Thought
If you can Dream it,
you can DO it.
-alt Disney

Lizard Skizard you're my
tizard.

.

KitchIdon't know about that
Shakira song. Ithink the
neighbors can hear you.
Lit L. Bird

-

Happy Birthday to our
southern comfort! We love Adana!
you. Love the real X- factor. Duh Duh Duh Duh Duh
DuhDuhDuhDuhDuh
Chrissy,
... m in in in
Get out of Mrs. Suzuki's
house! Do you even know Hey Burper! You athlete
you, let's get together &
her? You are so nutz.
make that purity % drop!!!
To V-doggy-dogg,
You know copy editing is
ATTENTION SEAC!
more fun naked, right??
We want someone good for
From B-real
Quadstock. How about
Hey, guess what isn't funny Dispatch?
at all? Making fun ofOsama
Hey Matt:
bin laden.
Wanna see my backside?
Sullivas-Bring me back my Yeah, that thounds real
purse!!
good, heh heh.
- Hector

..
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What is a New Year's resolution you
would make for your roommate?
"Chris Morgan, he's my
roommate. Iwould hope that my
roommate would commit to
walking around the house naked
more. Iwanna do something that
wouldmake him blush because "
he's got this whole vanity thing.
Andy Farnum, senior, philosophy

"From what I
know ofher

For my
roommate to get
up and go
" to

now— to be more

communicative. She doesn't
talk much but I
know"she's

class.

really energetic.

dan baron,
freshman, pre-

ASHLEY IRVINE,FRESHMAN,
HUMANITIES

MAJOR

"To stay clean.
Like to not "be so
messy.

"She's a really good
can't think
roommate. I

of anything."
THURMAN,

Sarah Herrick,

KIMBERLY

freshman,

FRESHMAN, BIOLOGY

biology

"To clean up after
"

themselves.

Brian Borba, junior,
Political Science

"New Year's resolution:
Clean up your mess, pick up
trash, clean the sink, do my
laundry, cookfor me...Go
have
home more often so I
the room to myself, bus home
treat
so Ican use your car,
"
me like a king.
Kit Kuok, junior,Electrical
Engineering
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